NAPLAN Language Conventions Year 3 2008

Quick Answers

1. like
2. open
3. brown
4. swimming
5. around
6. friends
7. cracked
8. great
9. barked
10. complained
11. wheel
12. helmet
13. seat
14. special
15. could
16. animal
17. present
18. little
19. millions
20. oxygen
21. properly
22. match
23. loudly
hoping
pour
him
said
4th bubble – after “rain”
on
today
2nd bubble – after “silver”
who
onto
Dad, Jo and Anna swam across the lake.
be
4th bubble – comma
up
they
1st bubble – watery.
when
Mum’s
3rd bubble – Football is a popular game.
woken
had never been
4th bubble – Sam, who is only three, had to stay with Mum.
worse
enormous
He and his sister had a canoe.
49. 1st bubble – before Hurry

50. of